
Hello Elmer and Wilbur Class!

Today it is Tuesday 2nd June 2020.  

You may have already seen them, but each day we will share the wonderful 
illustrations by Axel Scheffler using the characters from Julia Donaldson’s 
books to help explain what is happening at the moment.  
Today’s illustration uses the characters from the story 
‘Room on the Broom’.  We thought that it might be a good 
starting point for a discussion about social distancing.



We are still asking you to keep reading everyday.  Reading is so important and practise, practise, practise is key!  Also 
remember that it is good to read books more than once, especially if it is a book that was read a little while ago.  The 
children’s skills would have improved and a book that they may have needed support to read could be one that they can 
now read unaided and can talk about what they have read.  That gives children a tremendous boost in confidence and 
reading for meaning is obviously another skill that they need to develop.

Another book that I have found on Oxford Owls, if you haven’t already seen it, is ‘Everybody Worries’ and talks about 
the worries people have no matter how big or how small and how we can feel better about the worry we have.  You might 
want to read it with your child and it could generate a discussion about any worries that they might have.

www.oxfordowl.co.uk
select a book from 
oxford owls to read to 
your grown up

http://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/


Under the Sea by Anna Milbourne
and Cathy Shimmen

Today we are going to just look at the first couple of pages of the book ‘Under the Sea’.  
Yesterday you looked the front cover and talked about what you could see and then created 
a ‘Mind Map’ of all the things that you thought of when you heard the word ‘Sea’.
Well, as this book has beautiful illustrations, I thought that it would be nice to look closely 
at those illustrations and write labels for the things that you can see in the picture.

Remember –
• Use your letter sounds to spell each word.  
• Say the word to yourself and see if you can use your fingers as sound buttons to count 

the sounds that you can hear.
• Write the sounds that you can hear in the order that you can hear them.

I am not looking for correct spellings,  but I am looking for words that are spelt using the 
letter sounds that you know.

On the next page is a photo of the pages that I would like you to talk about and write labels 
for.  You could write your words on small pieces of paper and place them next to your tablet 
if you are using one near the picture that you have written a label for.  Ask a grown up to 
take a photo of your work and upload it to ‘Evidence Me’.

What creatures 
can you see?  
What colours can 
you see?  If you 
were there under 
the sea, what 
sounds would you 
hear?



Under the Sea by Anna Milbourne
and Cathy Shimmen



20 minutes 

Can you name all the phase 2 and 3 
sounds? 
Can you do all the actions?



20 minutes 

We are revisiting the Phase 3 phonics because we want to make sure that the 
children are secure in their recognition of these sounds.  We need them to be 
able to see them in a word and know that the two or three sounds go together to 
make a single sound and we want them using them confidently in their writing.  
Being secure within this phase is very important.

We will continue to introduce a new phase four tricky word each day and will 
continue to revisit the phase two and three words also.

Today we are revisiting ‘ch’ and we are focusing today on blending for reading 
using the consonant digraph ‘ch’.  

A digraph is a sound made up of two letters.  I always say to the children…..’Two 
letters, one sound’.

Click the link below to watch Mrs Hill’s phonic lesson.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vpkorEXWS_I

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vpkorEXWS_I


20 minutes Today we continue to complete some activities to see 
what we know! Adults, use this week to see what your 
child can do and where their next steps might be!  
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